
Sauna reservations and open weekly sauna turns are cancelled for the time being.

Club facilities and other similar shared facilities are closed.

Laundry rooms remain open, and we are intensifying their cleaning.

We are also intensifying cleaning in other public facilities (stairwells, lifts).

Please ensure thorough hand and coughing hygiene when using public facilities.

Avoid touching frequently touched surfaces (such as handles, railings and lift buttons) with

unwashed or bare hands.

Any repairs planned for the near future are likely to be postponed. Residents will be informed

of any repair schedule changes separately.

We strive to keep Heka’s customer service, building management, maintenance

and cleaning at an optimal level during the epidemic as well. However, we have

made some changes to our services to protect our customers and employees.
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The coronavirus epidemic

is causing changes to our services

25.3.2020

Our customer service points are closed for the time being. We serve customers by appointment in

situations in which visiting our office is necessary for taking care of matters. Examples of such situations

include handing out and returning keys.

We are focusing our resources on our online and telephone services.

You can take care of almost everything through our online service, e.g. reporting a change of occupancy,

terminating an agreement or ordering a statement needed for changing apartments.

We also advise on housing issues via the chat on our website.

We serve customers by telephone on Monday at 9am–5pm and Tuesday–Friday at 9am–3pm. We also

take emergency calls in the evenings and at night time as usual.

If a sick, exposed or quarantined person lives in your apartment, please include information on this in

your defect notification.

If the defect is not urgent, please consider leaving the defect notification for later. You can submit a non-

urgent defect notification conveniently online: www.hekaoy.fi/vikailmoitus

 

 

Our customer service points only serve customers by appointment

 

Use our online service at www.hekaoy.fi/asiointi (in Finnish)

 

Our telephone service remains open as usual

 

Defect notifications

 

We are providing residents with information about the situation 

through all of our communication channels. The latest updates 

can always be found on our website at www.hekaoy.fi/korona
 


